Although Walt Whitman (1990) is widely believed to intend to create a new American Bible, he, by proclaiming himself as the symbolic representative of common people, a poet-prophet, and matrix of a divine presence, was knowingly or unknowingly the American Bible himself. He endeavoured to be the leader of mankind towards a perfect form of life, truth, and eternity. As opposed to the traditional mystics who usually expressed themselves through abstract terms and who generally quested for the purgation of the self via the denial and mortification of the body and rejection of the physical world, Whitman exalted body pleasure and used concrete terms to illustrate his mystical ideas. In his Song of Myself, Whitman stated that everything and every individual is perfect per se and as “the unseen is proved by the seen,” Whitman (1990, p.45) felt no need to hide anything. He considered love as “a kelson of the creation,” (p.87) binding all together and creating unity in diversity. He placed “the body, the soul, God and the Self on an equal pedestal” (Sharma, 2016, p.69). While he was not a materialist thinker, he frequently sought the spiritual through the material and that helped him create a democratic mysticism available to everybody everywhere. In fact, his mysticism did not negate the material world. On the contrary, he invited everybody including the mystic to be an active member in a democratic society. He tried to awaken one's self and soul through a fusion of sensory and affective experience to see the divinity latent and inherent in the ordinary and in the commonplace. His mysticism did not make a secluded man out of one but an awakened self out of him. In this study, Whitman’s life and thought is shown to be a new version of the American Bible encouraging mankind to appreciate an internal divinity and transcended self within their existence.
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Introduction

Theologically viewed, no time might ever exist without the presence of any prophets. Prometheus-like, the prophets are assumed to have brought God’s word and message for mankind so as to help them on their physical and, at the same time, spiritual journey back to God. These mediators can take different names like: messengers, angels, prophets, gurus, mystics, poets, and the like. In this view, every time has its prophet and, accordingly, its own bible. Writing bibles seems to be a common theme that has also been echoed by Emerson in his “Representative Men:” “We too must write Bibles, to unite again the heavens and the earthly world” (Harris, 1999, p.172). Similarly, dispelling the traditional idea that man was a puppet in the hands of fate, Whitman sought to bring the heavens and the earth close to each other by giving man a major role in his life. Over and over, he reiterates man’s importance believing that “nothing, not God, is greater to one than one’s self is” (Whitman, 1990, p.76). He leaves his Leaves of Grass to people and to his followers reflecting his whole physical and spiritual life. He offers it as the new American Bible for his people and countrymen and expects his readers and the coming poets to prove, justify, and focus on “the main things.”

Mysticism

Critics after critics have considered Whitman as a leading mystical poet who presented his work in the form of the Bible. He sees himself as a prophet of God who has had the chance to take the spirit of God and receive His words. He has the duty to deliver it fully to his people. As Das (2015, p.153) admits, “Walt Whitman’s expression through “Song of Myself” is to set one’s soul free, by a mystical journey of exploring, indulging, and experiencing the body to transcend to a higher plane of consciousness”. In part five of “Song of Myself,” Whitman posits:

Swiftly arose and spread around me the peace and knowledge that pass all the argument of the earth;

And I know that the hand of God is the promise of my own; / And that a kelson of the creation is love (Whitman, 1990, p.87).

These lines depict a mystical experience in which he receives the ineffable peace and knowledge. What he gets is past beyond the argument of the earth, because it is spiritual and divine and he knows it. This experience brings him to some unity with the divine as he identifies himself with everybody born in the past, present, and also in the future. In his spiritual experience, he can freely soar everywhere without any trouble because he has transcended the bounds of time and place and is now unbounded. All he has received, including peace and knowledge in his spiritual union, rests on his love, which is truly a
kelson of the creation. Love and God can be taken as synonymous. His bible is a remembrance and a reminder of man’s duty to himself, to the universe and to his Lord. An anonymous article, entitled “Show Whitman as a Mystic Poet with Reference to His ‘Song of Myself,’” shows Whitman knows and tries to convey to the audience of his bible that “it is possible to achieve communion with God through contemplation and love; and this relationship would be established without the medium of human reason. It is a way of attaining knowledge of spiritual truths through intuition” (Whitman, 2016, p.3).

Discussion

Skepticism Regarding Technology

Whitman contends that the root of the devastating civil war and slavery in man and in America is savagery and ignorance of or negligence to God’s words in some way or another. The only cure he has for this turmoil in America is to remind his people of the grandeur of both man and God. Whitman does not attempt to encourage Americans just for scientific and technological progress. Although he admires them, he suggests that, “They are not for my dwelling.” Whitman (1990, p. 47) is in no way against technology; nevertheless, he gives priority to the evolution and perfection of man. In “Song of the Broad-Axe,” he beautifully states: “A great city is that which has the greatest men and women, / If it be a few ragged huts it is still the greatest city in the whole world”.

Poetry of Democracy

In the opinion of Czon, (1971, p.96) “Whitman seems to assert that it is the strong democratic poet who should be the spiritual leader of this great city”. As a democratic poet-prophet, Whitman thus decides to awaken his people and guide them towards a better understanding of what life is and how one should spend it properly. In her “Sufic Interpretations of Walt Whitman’s ‘Song of Myself’,” she considers Whitman’s life and philosophy “as a means to awaken man.” She adds that “Those who awaken are able to return, to start ‘the journey’ while also living this present life in all its fullness. To awaken his people, Whitman needs to give them true knowledge. He feels that man needs to bring a change to his thought and base his relation with everything on love in which all are needed and equally important. Therefore, he offers and also helps them create American democracy. For Whitman, a true man “should never shun society and must live in it, serve it and also guide it if possible” (Sharma, 2016, p.62). They should in no way negate the physical world for the one to come after death. They should also not reject the next world for the corporeal world. Downgrading either of which is damage to the whole. He says, “lack one, lack both” (Whitman, 1990, p. 31). He is, therefore, viewed by many as a poet-prophet and a mystic, though not a conviction- or convention-
bound one but rather an intuitive one epitomizing love and symbolising harmony and equality.

The Necessity for Practical Divinity

Walt Whitman who has well discovered God’s grandeur and also the grandeur of his true self feels emboldened to proudly admit in his “Song of Myself” that “I am deathless” (Whitman, 1990, p.44) and that “what is known I strip away, I launch men and women forward with me into the unknown”. He produced up to sixteen versions of his work, *Leaves of Grass*, and made no change in his main ideas. He just crossed out the redundant parts and turned “abstractions into concrete figures” (Thorp, 2016, p. 96). In light of this, Willard Thorp adds: “Ideas he seldom changed, for he knew what he wanted to say when he wanted to write”. Whitman was brought up in a religious family. He was deeply affected by his mother’s training and also by the ideas of his childhood priest which together prepared the ground for his evolving into transcendentalism and mysticism. While believing in scriptures and the church, he did his best to go beyond them. He believed in the Bible’s words and its encouragement and emphasis that man is endowed with ears to hear and with eyes to see. He was sure of the Biblical fact that “that which may be known of God is manifest in them; for God hath shewed it unto them (Romans 1:19). Whitman’s idea is compatible with what can be seen in postmodernism. In his article, Schreiber (2012, p.13) asserts that “Postmodernism tends to cower from preaching and teaching an experience, preferring to create spaces for groups and individuals to have their own”.

Sample 1: “Salut Au Monde”

Whitman’s philosophy was Hegelian in that he believed in dialectics or in the interactions between things that lead to their completion. He involves readers as partners in his work who can easily enter an interaction with him. As Miller (2010, p.46) holds, “Whitman’s attitude toward the poem’s authority foresees reader-response criticism by regarding literature requiring a reader for its completion”. For instance, this poem starts with the reader asking him “O take my hand Walt Whitman” (Whitman, 1990, p.112). Besides, in the first lines of the second and third stanzas it is the reader who asks him, “What do you hear Walt Whitman? What do you see Walt Whitman?” (Whitman, 1990, p.113).

Sample 2: “Starting From Paumanok”

According to Bonaventure, the great duty of man is not just to know but to love. Because, “the goal of the journey is not to be simply a knower [but] above all, to become a lover” (Hayes, 1999, p.39). As a poet prophet and as a democratic poet, Whitman depicts a basic tenet of his thoughts by declaring “the whole earth and all the stars in the sky are for
religion’s sake” (Whitman, 1990, p.22). His duty is to represent the whole and not just the parts. He endeavours to create democracy not only between different members of the society but in the person himself so that he can come to unity with himself, with the universe, and with the Lord. In sum, he prefers love to knowledge and aims to reveal “the greatness of Love and Democracy, and the greatness of Religion” (Whitman, 1990, p.23).

Sample 3: “The Sleepers”

His poem “The Sleepers” portrays his capacity and his intuitive power to enter the life of others and see or dream with all the dreamers. As Maharaj (2017, p.6) quotes Kant in his article “Kant on the Epistemology of Indirect Mystical Experience,” “only a being equipped with ‘divine intuition’ or ‘intellectual intuition’ would be able to cognize supersensible realities” (Maharaj, 2017, p.6), and Whitman is endowed with this intuitive power. In “The Sleepers,” he confesses that “I dream in my dream all the dream of the other dreamers” (Whitman, 1990, p. 326). This shows the elevation of both his thought and soul that shatter the boundaries of time and place. Dealing with the world of dream, which can be compared to Kant's and Swedenborg's “spirit-world,” also shows his mystical union in which the subject-object dichotomy vanishes.

Sample 4: “Song of the Open Road”

In “Song of the Open Road,” he remarks: “I am larger, better than I thought, I did not know I held so much goodness” (Whitman, 1990, p.123). Therefore, having found the truth in the world within and without him and having come to wisdom which “is of the soul,” in the same poem he dares to “re-examine philosophies and religions”. He calls his Leaves of Grass “the new American Bible” so as to remind his people of the words of the Lord. He concludes that the whole universe is like a road that needs to be taken and transcended for the ultimate truth. Whitman presents “the universe as a road, as many roads, as roads for travelling souls. / I know that they go toward the best- toward something great” (Whitman, 1990, p.127). He is the poet prophet who asks his readers to follow him saying “will you come travel with me?” (Whitman, 1990, p.127) According to Carlisle (1968, p.271), “Whitman’s work dramatizes an awareness, vision, and journey which transcend time and space.”.

Sample 5: “Song of Myself”

He boldly says in his “Song” that “Logic and sermons never convince me” (Whitman,1990, p.53) and “they are not my dwelling” (47). Of course, he does not reject any science but it is the study of the self that makes his main interest. He quotes nobody and his words arise from his inner self. He knows that if one understands the mysteries hidden in the self, he can achieve mastery over the universe and submit himself fully to God. In view of this, Normand
M. Laurendeau (2012, p.241) suggests that, “While science is about mastery of nature, religion is about submission to God”. Accordingly, he sees everything as a sign of the Lord and says: “A morning-glory at my window satisfies me more than the metaphysics of books” (Whitman, 1990, p.49).

**Sample 6: “A Persian Lesson”**

An article entitled “Walt Whitman and Sufism,” shows Whitman’s affinity with Sufism who “assimilated its essence much before the publication of the first edition of *Leaves of Grass*”. The main point is that, similar to Sufism, Transcendentalism “believes in essential unity of all creation”. Whitman, who took love as the “kelson of creation”, believed in the essential unity of all creation created out of love by the One God. In his poem “A Persian Lesson,” initially entitled “A Sufi Lesson,” the ‘greybeard Sufi’ who is metaphorically Whitman himself tells his young priests, students, and all his coming audience, “Finally my children, to envelop each world, each part of the rest, / Allah is all, all, all-is immanent in every life and object, May-be at many and many a- more removes- yet Allah, Allah, Allah is there” (Whitman,1990, p. 419).

**Sample 7: “A Song for Occupations”**

Whitman, in his “A Song for Occupations” states, “I do not say that Bibles and religions are not divine. I say that they have grown out of you still. It is not they who give the life. It is you who give the life” (Whitman, 1990, p.172). According to Whitman, this portrays the importance of man and his superiority over everything, even over the Bible. In addition, as Whitman points, it is man who is the life-giver but not they. Our argument is that Whitman the poet, symbolic of human super-sensuality, has attained a state of prophetic intuition through contemplation and love, which is ultimately communion and oneness with the source of innovation and creativity. This is a journey set off from without into the realm of unknown from within.

**Sample 8: “Grand Is the Seen”**

Although Whitman commends the physical world with all its beauties such as light, the sky, and stars, he underscores that, “grand is the seen / but grander far the unseen soul of me” (Whitman, 1990, p.421). Worldly beauties for Whitman are transient and in no way comparable to the everlasting and comprehending soul. Of course, he does not negate the physical beauties and pleasures. They pave the way for him to the realm of the real and everlasting soul or spiritual life for which he has been created. He agrees with the Bible that “For the invisible things of Him, being understood by means of the things that are made, are
perceived” (Romans 1:18-21). He rhetorically asks, “What were those, indeed, without thee, unseen soul? Of what amount without thee?”

**Sample 9: “Passage to India”**

The final section beautifully compares one’s soul to the pilot of a ship in need of an urgent sea journey. The soul commands the crew to “cut the hawsers- haul out- shake out every sail” (Whitman, 1990, p.323) and immediately be on the way. As the ship is tied by hawsers and ropes to land, man’s soul is bound and fettered in a variety of ways to the corporeal world. Although “They have stood here like trees in the ground long enough,” they are not to stay. He also adds that reading books is not enough for their journey. Even reading navigation books, if it is not followed by action, can make us hazed and crazy. Reading is about others’ experiences but anyone should experience it for himself. He sets sail to go farther and “they farther, farther, farther sail [and they] are all the seas of God”.

**Sample 10: “Darest Thou Now O Soul”**

The speaker calls his soul to bravely walk out with him “toward the unknown region, where neither ground is for the feet nor any path to follow” (Whitman, 1990, p.338). He wishes to be where there is no “touch of human hand”. He wants to be wholly away from this land and enter “the inaccessible land”. He clearly knows that such a journey is impossible unless he loosens all the ties of time and space. He does his best to untie all physical ties so as to be bound to eternity where there is no “darkness, gravitation, sense, nor any bounds”. The words used refer to land and the earth filled with darkness, ties, and sensory experiences. But he aims at reaching light, freedom, and knowledge of the unknown.

**Sample 11: “To One Shortly to Die”**

Whitman as a mystical poet is going to deliver an important message to the readers that “you are to die / and there is no escape for you” (Whitman, 1990, p.344). Even the title of the poem portrays the fact that one’s death will happen shortly. For Whitman, the three cycles of one’s birth, life, and death (which is a kind of rebirth) are interdependent and interrelated. He knows that remembrance of death makes him willingly unbind himself from the ties of any transient worldly thing and thought and begin his spiritual journey. He needs to know that death takes away from man whatever he has in life, may it be friends, properties, etc. Death “excludes others from you.” Whitman’s speaker attempts to know and experience this spiritual rebirth here before he physically dies.
Sample 12: “As I Watch the Ploughman Ploughing”

Whitman holds that mysticism is not a series of prayers and ceremonies. Mysticism does not invite people for the negation of physical pleasures or asceticism. He is the poet of both body and soul and values both equally. He reiterates the prophet Mohammad’s famous saying by likening life to the tillage and death to the harvest. It also shows the need to find truth and the ultimate reality here. If it is not found here, only God knows what that person’s portion there will be. This is true mysticism and for Whitman, “Life, life is the tillage, and death is the harvest according.” (Whitman, 1990, p.346).

Sample 13: “Eidolons”

The title “Eidolons” comes from a Greek word meaning idols worshipped by man instead of the one God. The speaker meets a seer who asks him to “pass the hues and objects of the world, / The fields of art and learning, pleasure, sense, / to glean eidolons” (Whitman, 1990, p.12). The speaker suggests that man should finally renounce all the forms, idols, and transient beauties of the world and hold fast to “a round full-orb’d eidolon” (14) that is God. All the stanzas of this nineteen-stanza poem end in the word eidolon. He adds that “All space, all time, [is] filled with eidolons only” / [he is] Unfixed yet fixed, / Ever shall be, ever have been and are” (13). He believes that all the disagreements of modern man can be solved by a return to God and eidolons.

Sample 14: “Adieu to A Soldier”

The speaker says farewell to a soldier who has bravely fought for the country in different battles and fulfilled his mission. But the speaker’s battle is endless and much more dangerous than the soldier’s whose enemy is from another country far away from him. However, the speaker is endlessly in battle with his own soul and believes it is “more warlike, / Myself and this contentious soul of mine” (Whitman, 1990, p.253). His war is “fiercer and weightier” than the soldier’s. For the speaker, one’s spiritual journey is comparable to a battle that happens within him throughout his life. He calls the soldier and any reader not to forget their inner spiritual journey.

Pantheism

Whitman believes in pantheism, especially vitalistic pantheism. Kvastad defines it this way: “the world, identified with God, is in some literal sense alive . . . and a living principle, identified with God, is penetrating the world and thereby giving it life” (Kvastad, 1975, p.21). Under this theory of a vital principle, the world has its own consciousness and Nature, as part of the world and universe, is endowed with life and consciousness. Whitman had a right
choice in choosing the grass as the title and as the symbol for all humanity and all universe. Every atom belonging to him “as good belongs to you,” (Whitman, 1990, p.22) and accordingly every atom belonging to the grass as well belongs to man in general.

Whitman pretends that he does not know more than the child. This is Whitman’s technique to get the attention of his audience. He pretends to be one of them looking for a true answer and actually leading them to truth. As such, Whitman is the mystic, or the prophet showing the way to his people. He starts with a seemingly simple question about a grass and then goes to deep questions on man, his life, and his end. He begins his work with the seen and the known but aims at the unseen and the unknown. He is well aware that “grand is the seen … but grander far the unseen soul of me, comprehending, endowing all”

**Body and Soul**

Like Emerson’s Over-Soul, Whitman believes man has a continuous and yet inseparable link to the universal soul and so he can get some knowledge of the divine and directly contact the truth and the ultimate reality. The term Whitman uses for knowledge of the divine is “body electric” (Whitman, 1990, p. 81). For him, the body is as important as the soul given to man by the same God. His mysticism is one of acceptance, not one of abnegation and denial. Unlike the Christian mystics of the past who only emphasised the soul over the body, Whitman praises both, and as suggested by Ahmad (2017, p. 4), “He does not reject the physical, for it is only through the physical that one can have an insight of the spiritual”.

Sharif (2014, p.2) in his paper entitled “Whitman and Mysticism,” points that “He seeks the spiritual through the material”. In addition, Trecker (2011, p.85) is of the belief that “In showing how the natural and material universe is related to the individual, Whitman presupposes that cognition (understanding) is derived from both sensory and affective experience”. Walkington (1994, p.126) believes in the inversion of a typical mystical experience in Whitman. He quotes Miller (2010) as saying:

In 'Song of Myself' ... the traditional values of the mystic are inverted. Purification is achieved, not through 'discipline and mortification,' but by an ennobling and an accepting of what has been mistakenly reviled and degraded.

**Unity in Diversity**

In the second phase of his life, as Shamsi (2016, p. 8) states, “He [Whitman] thinks of the larger, deeper, and ideal aspect of human self. Whitman ‘celebrates himself; he has a firm belief that God is one assuming different forms. Whitman Knows, “The aim and content of Christian mysticism is not self or nature but God” (Shamsi, 2016, p. 2). He is thought to offer
a “democratic mysticism which is available to every man with equal terms embracing contradictory elements” (Meshram, 2017, p. 52). He identifies himself with any object, bird, or animal. For him, God, Nature, and humans are interrelated and so reflecting each other. For Whitman, “an ideal poet is the poet of man first, then of Nature, and finally of God” (Shamsi, 2016, p. 1). He pertinently, holds that:

Mysticism gives him love for God whom he sees in all beings. Mysticism gives him the sympathy by which he is attracted to every person he meets, and mysticism helps him to understand and to admire all things and to appreciate all beings, and in that way to come nearer to all that exists.

Using catalogues, he addresses people from all walks of life and identifies himself with anybody. Man and woman, high and low, or great and small are equal for him. Syed (2014, p.129) expresses that “The highest merit of Whitman’s mysticism is that like all his thought, it is essentially based on common sense, on prudence. This makes it of interest to the scholar and the layman alike”.

In order to acquire some knowledge of the divine, man needs to break himself of lifelong habits and be on the way to truth and unity. For Janic Law Trecker’s (2011, p.2), *Leaves of Grass* [is] a radically new epic: non-narrative, musical and democratic (Trecker, 2011, p.2).

**The Vision of the Truth**

Whitman is not content with the forms lacking any useful content and truth. This makes him break away with the conventional forms, conventional spirituality, and unavowed belief. This leads him to true knowledge and to ultimate reality. Having reached there, he offers his journey and his true life story in the form of *Leaves of Grass*. Repeatedly and emphatically, he asks his audience to cover this untravelled road with their own feet. He knows that “a blind man can understand nothing of colours save what he has learned by narration and hearsay…How great is the difference between knowing the definitions of health and being really healthy” (Lectures, 2018, p.10). Thomas Merton (2014) stresses the need for having a direct contact with truth this way: The truth is manifest to all who are able to receive it. No one can come near the river unless he walks on his own feet. (Merton, 2014, p.3)

Life for Whitman is a journey everyone is to embark on with his own personal ego or ‘I.’ This journey is comprised of a unique series of interrelated steps to be taken one way or another in the hope of finding unity with the ultimate truth. Like Whitman’s grass that starts its growth from a tiny seed, man should always be on the way in his journey to cover the stages necessary for his coming into perfection or fruition. Man is putatively the crown of
creation and he needs to prove it to himself and to the universe. Czon (1971, p.89) suggests the existence of a cycle in Whitman’s mystic world:

“The present is but a growth out of the past and the future is an inevitable after growth of the present. In other words, the law of successions [in Whitman] works as a catalyst for the evolutionary process which promises the progress of mankind.”

The Spirit of Christianity

Whitman is an outgrowth of Christianity and his bible has roots in The Bible. It is held that man’s mindset affects his observation and also his understanding of things. As a mystic, he is possessed with a religious mindset making him offer his American bible in the form suitable to the needs and desire of the time. He puts the main emphasis on discovering one’s true self. Whitman introduces his true ‘I’ as the “Real Me” and hence invites his readers to be after their real selves because “the world of reality exists for all; and all may participate in it, unite with it, according to their measure and to the strength and purity of their desire” (Practical, 2012, p.3). For Whitman, as is for Lancaster, “‘I’ is simply viewed as an obstacle to be overcome on the path towards the mystic’s goal” (Lancaster, 1993, p.508).

Whitman is after finding the permanent thought which is accessible for man if mind and heart are in compatibility with each other. He is well aware that beyond and through the continuous physical and emotional change in man, “the self remains the same … That Inner Self is Plato’s charioteer, reining in the horses so that the charioteer is in charge rather than the horses” (Abdil, 2001, p.2).

What matters for Whitman is to know and to be. Knowing alone does not suffice in one’s spiritual journey. In this view, Wayman B. McLaughin holds that “The word seeker implies the searching for the inner light, finding the right path, and entering into a new truth. This spiritual connects the birth of Jesus with His coming into the life of the individual” (Mclaughin, 1960, p.76). He gives warning to his readers about how to approach him and his bible so as to comprehend it fully, because “without a proper approach and a proper understanding of him, “all will be useless” (Whitman, 1990, p.97).

As an example, in his poem “So Long” Whitman addresses his audience saying: “Camerado, this is no book, who touches this touches a man” (382). Like Jesus, he addresses them with the word comrade. He endeavours to involve them by addressing, because, as Theresa Tobin (2010) admits, he knows that “subjective involvement and participation is essential for gaining knowledge of a mystery” (Tobin, 2010, p.5). He cautions them not to deal with his work as an ordinary book since “this is no book” but a new bible. Instead, they should ever consider it active, alive, and a life-giver to man.
**Sympathy with Mankind**

Whitman creates an “I-Thou” relationship rather than an “I-It” relationship. He addresses another with “You” not “It” or “He”. He takes others as men who are always present not as objects or absent ones. Tobin’s (2010, p.6) quotation of Gabriel Marcel suits here:

“In order to participate in mystery, the knower must be open to the possibility that some others may present themselves to her as presences rather than as objects, and she must in turn be capable of being present to others” (Tobin, 2010, p.6).

Whitman feels a divine presence in him and says, “There is that in me – I do not know what it is – But I know it is in me” (Whitman, 1990, p.77). The inability to describe this presence shows its ineffability. Yet, this divine presence needs to be felt and worshipped. Readers are expected to touch his work as a divine presence addressing and having a bilateral and biblical relationship with them. Like in the poem “Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking” in which the bird is always looking with love for his lost mate, Whitman admits that: “I am almost sure I see her dimly whichever way I look.”. Pertinently, Sharma (2016) believes that “Each aspect of creation along with every fleeting moment is a complete revelation of God for Whitman” (Sharma, 2016, p.72).

**The Divine Presence**

Readers of Whitman are guided not to be after the shell and cover of the book but to be after the kernel and its divine presence lying there, waiting to be discovered. Whitman agrees with Marcel’s idea that: “In order to acquire knowledge of mysteries I must assume an epistemic posture of presence . . . Moreover, I must allow that I might be changed, or acquire self-knowledge, in virtue of an encounter with mystery” (Tobin, 2010, p. 8). Whitman’s work, like the Holy Scriptures, needs a lot of presence together with meditation and contemplation so that one can come to a ray and a glimpse of its meaning.

Moreover, similar to the Bible, and similar to what the Holy Quran says, his work has also two sides: “He misleadeth many thereby, and He guideth many thereby” (The Cow 26). The last lines of his poem “Whoever You Are Holding Me In Hand” reveals this meaning. For the sake of clarification, it is pertinent to quote it directly:

“Nor is it by reading it you will acquire it,
Nor do those know me best who admire me and vauntingly praise me,
Nor will my poems do good only, they will do just as much evil, perhaps more,
For all is useless without that which you may guess at many times
And not hit, that which I hinted at;
Therefore, release me and depart on your way” (Whitman, 1990, p.98).

Definitely, Whitman’s new bible brings with it a new religion one can easily name as the religion of presence. This presence refers both to the mental and spiritual presence of the subject as the addressee and that of the object as the addressee. When both the subject and the object interact while they are both present, understanding is realised and the meaning is effectively conveyed. When Whitman talks of the relationship between man, Nature, and God, he gives a central position to man and "his doctrine of divinity is primarily a doctrine of man" (Ford, 1950, p. 204) who plays an intermediary role between Nature and God and creates this link between Nature on one side and God on the other. If man discovers his spiritual and divine self, he can then feel and understand their divinity and their presence too. This understanding is a sign of man's perfection and a sign of his spirituality. To show the significance of this divine presence, he asks questions like: Which is valuable, the book as an object or the printer himself? The photograph of one's family or the family itself? The ship or the captain? The house or the Lord? Up there far away or down here near you? The saints in history or you yourself? Sermons or love and presence? In all the answers, the emphasis is on man. It is man who is the crown of the creation as it is love that is a “kelson of the creation” (Whitman, 1990, p.87). Now, comparing the house to the world and the lord to God, which is important? The world or the divine presence (God), the Bible or the divine presence, also the church or the divine presence? Of course, he does not want to downgrade the importance of the Bible and the church. For Whitman, “they have grown out of you still. It is not they who give the life. It is you who give the life" (Whitman, 1990, p.172).

He welcomes sciences of the time and portrays their importance, he claims: “They are not for my dwelling, I enter by them to an area of my own dwelling” (Whitman, 1990, p. 47). Similarly, Meister Eckhart, quoted in McGinn (1987, p. 17)., states, “since to understand is to become one or indistinct with what is understood, to rise up then to intellect, to be attached to it, is to be united with God”. While he enjoys perfectly all the beauties of the corporeal life, and while he admires science and modern technology, he is not confined to them. His dwelling is somewhere else. He is determined to feel the presence of God and to come to union with him.

As a true mystic who enjoys such a presence and such a union well, he knows that the prerequisites for such a presence is knowledge accompanied with love. Love and knowledge together help one to come to the mystical union. McGinn adds that “in the twelfth century, consideration of the Nature of union with God and its relation to love and knowledge became widespread”. Whitman admires science and knowledge but he loves and dies for love so much so that he calls love as a “kelson of the creation” (Whitman, 1990, p.87). He admits that through love man can have knowledge and access to everything, even to God. As man’s soul is identical to God’s, it is only through love, which is a form of understanding and
knowing, that man can penetrate into the unknown and the unseen. Whitman the mystic also remarks in the poem that “the unseen is known by the seen” (Whitman, 1990, p.421). It is for man to go from the seen house or the world to the unseen presence of The Lord, The Creator. On Whitman’s mystical power and on the truth of his claims, Das (2015, p.153) holds:

“Whitman finds oneness in his soul and god or the ultimate. He finds the presence of God in his own spirit. Everything he does is actually done by God. He is in quest of the divine which is the ultimate through the soul in every object. He realizes, actually the divine dwells in every soul, and one has to experience it” (Das, 2015, p.153).

Quite similar to the above quotation which portrays God’s accessibility to man and his ability to achieve union with Him if he is mentally, mystically, and spiritually elevated, Lancaster quotes Happold (1993, p.508) asserting: “Mysticism has its fount in … a consciousness of a beyond, . . . of an unseen over and above the seen.” Indeed, union with the divine-the ultimate ‘beyond’ is frequently held to be the goal of mysticism. (Lancaster, 1993, p.508).

**Divine Love and Knowledge**

Whitman always admired and identified himself with all the beauties of Nature. His poem, “There Was a Child Went Forth” obviously shows his admiration, affinity, and unity with Nature. For him, the visible Nature is a symbol, “the handkerchief of the Lord” (Whitman, 1990, p. 33. Whitman sees them all as symbols. A symbol, as McLaughin terms it, is “an outward sign of an inward meaning” (McLaughin, 1960, p.69). Elsewhere, McLaughin (1960, p.70) adds:

“… the mystic insight begins with the view of the unveiling of a mystery. Closely related to this view is the emphasis upon revelation rather than reason. The soul appears in utter loneliness to bring forth out of its own depths a within that is a beyond” (McLaughin,1960, p.70).

With regard to this, McGinn argues that there “maintained at least some intellectual aspect to the ‘dart of love’ that alone can penetrate the cloud of unknowing that stands between us and God” (McGinn, 1987, p.14). McGinn describes love “as a form of knowing” and then posits that “the powers of knowing as well as those of loving are fulfilled in the marital embrace” of knowledge and love (9). Knowledge without love and love without knowledge is a defect and a barrier in man’s mystical union. It is like a bird lacking one of the wings. Whitman believed in “a twofold path to union, an intellectual ascent and an affective ascent”. However, he gave priority to love and affection. While admitting the relation between intellect and love, he emphasised the fusion of the two. For him, love itself is a kind of knowing higher than the
common science and “the height of love attained in the mystical union includes a transformed knowing”.

**Conclusion**

It can be concluded that Whitman gives priority to man and asks him to know the central role he plays in the universe. Whitman warns man to know himself and find the divine presence in himself and in the whole universe so that he, as “the charioteer, is in charge rather than the horses. He endeavours to indicate that everything is for man, not man for everything. This is what all the creeds, religions, and bibles have been trying to convey and this is what Whitman, whose life and ideas are a bible in practice, is implying in his American Bible. The ever present question for man and for Whitman who is trying to answer in his bible-like work, “Song of Myself,” is: “What is man anyhow? What am I? What are you?” (Whitman, 1990, p. 20).
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